
CB 310W CTC QUICK REFERENCE SHEET GB

Carefully read the user handbook before using the appliance

GBFNL D

A. Refrigerator Compartment
1. Crisper drawers
2. Crisper drawer lid
3. Shelves / Shelf zone (cooked foods)
4. Light unit (depending on the model)
5. Product control panel 

(depending on the model)
6. Top door shelf (butter)
7. Door trays
8. Bottle rack
9. Bottle holder (if provided)

10. Rating plate (at the side of crisper drawer)
11. Fresh Meat & Fish box

B. Freezer Compartment
12. Upper basket (area for freezing)
13. Compartment for storing frozen/deep 

frozen foods
14. Ice cube tray (inside the basket)
15. Freezer compartment inner door

Least cold zone

Intermediate temperature zone

Coldest zone

Notes: The number of shelves and type of accessories may vary, depending on the model.
All shelves, door trays and racks are removable.
Follow the instructions given in the user handbook to remove the Meat & Fish box parts.

Attention: 
Refrigerator accessories must not be washed in a dishwasher.
The Meat & Fish box lid must not be immersed in water, but cleaned with a damp sponge.
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CONTROL PANEL

For further information on the functions mentioned above, please consult the user handbook.

CONTROL PANEL LOCK
The control panel can be locked after selecting the temperature of the refrigerator and freezer compartments.
To activate this function, simultaneously press buttons 13 and 15 for at least 3 seconds. An acoustic signal will sound 
indicating the activation of the function. With the “Control Panel Lock” function activated, the entire control panel will 
be locked except for button 11 (alarm reset). An acoustic signal will sound and the message “CL” will appear on the 
freezer temperature display whenever and for the entire time a key is pressed.
To unlock the control panel, proceed as before, simultaneously pressing buttons 13 and 15 for at least 3 seconds.

Note: The ambient air temperature, frequency of door opening and position of the appliance can affect the internal 
temperatures of the refrigerator, including the Meat & Fish box, therefore we recommend adjusting the settings in 
relation to these factors.

Replacing the bulb

1 - Loosen the screw and remove the lamp cover.
2 - When replacing the bulb, remember that this appliance is fitted with a special bulb (max. 25W with bayonet 

connector, only available from the Assistance Service); to replace the bulb, do not unscrew it, but pull it towards 
the inside of the refrigerator (as indicated by the arrow).

Freezer compartment Refrigerator compartment

1. Appliance On/Off button
2. Freezer temperature increase button
3. Freezer temperature decrease button
4. Freezer temperature setting display
12. “Fast freeze” function yellow light
13. “Fast freeze” function button
10. Freezer temperature and fault alarm red light
11. Acoustic alarm deactivation button

5. Refrigerator compartment On/Off button 
(Vacation function)

6. Vacation function green light (refrigerator)
7. Refrigerator temperature setting display
8. Refrigerator temperature increase button
9. Refrigerator temperature decrease button
14. “Meat & Fish box” function yellow light. The 

function is activated when the light is on.
15. “Meat & Fish box” function button.
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